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**Academic Profile**

Francois is associate professor in strategy and international business. His area of interest is devising of strategy metrics for strategic planning, communicating and reporting strategy, and, preparing for strategy implementation. Current research is directed towards the concept of metrics in reporting of the non-financial capitals in Integrated Reporting by multi-nationals – including that of strategy, and Social and Relationship Capital specifically.

His DBL dissertation explored the social capital perspective of relationships in multinational enterprise – host government relations, exposing cultural barriers and the complications of diverging political and commercial objectives. In the fourth year of MBL, he specialised in Advanced Strategy (cum), Advanced Finance and Change Management.

He currently lectures Corporate Strategy, International Finance, Strategy in the Global Context, Global Financial Management, Measuring and Improving Performance in the Value Chain, Strategy in the Public Service, Public Finance Management (PFMA), Business Intelligence, Ethics and Academic Integrity. He has also lectured Business Intelligence, Strategic Brand Management, Consumer Behaviour and Market Research. He is a member of the Research and Research Ethics committees and conducts the research ethics module with masters and doctoral students.

He has corporate board experience and held senior positions in executive management, finance, and, sales and marketing in multinational corporates in the healthcare industry. Prof du Toit is a biokineticist by training with special interest in cardiology. He is a chartered strategist, accredited with the Canadian Business Strategy Association as Executive Chartered Business Strategist. He is a chartered accountant; firstly an Associate Chartered Management Accountant with the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA), certified with CPA Australia, as well as a Charted Global Management Accountant accredited with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and CIMA in the UK. He has successfully supervised doctoral students, is a published author and consults widely. His commercial interest is in international taxation planning for multinational conglomerates.

**Research Agenda for Focus Area**

Strategy is both science and art. Concretisation of especially the art dimension of strategy remains elusive. Reducing the ‘brilliant idea’ - the creative art in a strategy to writing, capturing it in a strategic plan for all organisational areas, or, for the Integrated Report, is a challenge, but critical to communication.
Integrated Thinking, and the associated Inclusive Capitalism, evolved from sustainability and corporate governance concepts to find embodiment in Integrated Reporting and in the King IV Report on Corporate Governance. Strategy constitutes the ‘thinking’ in integrated thinking, and drives the business model in the Integrated Report. Social and Relationship capital is one of six capitals which the organisational resources are directed to.

Strategy manifests in every single area of an organisation and is part of every employee's organisational persona. Reality is, organisational strategy extends to all stakeholders, employees, suppliers and customers, society, government, investors and so forth. Strategy communication manifests in the total business context and impacts on strategy creation, strategy implementation, and, strategy reporting. The metrics of strategy facilitates communication through concretisation, it provides meaning, affords creation of parameters towards describing strategy for planning, implementation and reporting.

The pertinent questions are around the strategy metrics employed in the analyses of the internal and external environments, in describing the stakeholder objectives, in the organisation’s situational analysis, in devising and selecting strategies, in producing the master strategic plan and functional plans, in preparing the organisation for the strategy, implementing the strategy, and, reporting around the strategy.

**The research approach**

Explorative studies, employing preferably mixed methodologies (quantitative and qualitative), focussing on the strategy metrics in any selection of the organisational units of analysis, with specific reference to either the strategy creation, strategy implementation, or, strategy reporting. Multinational organisations, Public Sector, State Owned Entities, Small and Medium Enterprises, and public service organisations are all included.

The approach to supervision is grounded in project management. Successful and with-in time completion, is achieved by collective planning and monitoring, but individual responsibility for the actual research and feedback.

**Reading: Subject Field**

These articles are only for orientation purposes, further reading is required:


Potential research projects/topics/titles

Doctoral studies:

Creating new knowledge of:

- Strategy creation – facets of strategizing.
- Strategy implementation – facets of the strategic plans, getting the organisation ready for the strategy or executing the strategy.
- Strategy reporting – facets of describing strategy in:
| o | strategy conceptualisation, |
| o | sharing of intended strategy in Integrated Reporting, |
| o | Key Performance Indicators, setting up of MIS systems and performance management, |

in multinational organisations and corporations, Public Sector, State Owned Entities, Small and Medium Enterprises, and public service organisations